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1.   Introduction

In recent years, technology for distributing broad-
cast content and metadata over broadband IP (Inter-
net protocol) networks has been studied with the
objective of achieving a new style of TV viewing that
will create a new market for broadcasting and
telecommunication services. Metadata is a key to
implementing scene-based advanced TV viewing ser-
vices such as scene navigation, digest viewing, and
highlight viewing.

To achieve scene-based TV viewing services, infor-
mation such as what scenes are contained in the pro-
gram and the times at which the scenes appear must
be described as metadata before the program is
broadcast. For example, for a news program, the
metadata should describe the content of each individ-
ual news topic; for a sports program, it should
describe information such as the approximate times
when exciting events like goal shots or home runs
occur. On the other hand, the task of generating such
scene-based semantic metadata requires a great num-

ber of operations when it is done entirely manually.
Thus, reducing the cost of generating metadata seems
to be the key to distributing more contents that allow
advanced viewing services.

After reviewing segmentation metadata and con-
ventional methods of metadata generation, we
describe SceneCabinet, a system that automatically
extracts semantic metadata which previously could
only be created manually and at high cost. It auto-
matically extracts meaningful video slices and their
titles, synopses, and keywords using natural language
processing based on the results of speech and on-
screen text recognition and program scripts.
SceneCabinet also provides an intuitive user opera-
tion interface. We also present experimental results
that show the reduction in metadata generation cost.

2.   Segmentation metadata

An international standard format for video content
metadata for advanced TV viewing has been estab-
lished by the TV-Anytime Forum [1]. With TV-Any-
time, each individual slice in a video content is
defined as a “segment”, and information describing
the segment is referred to as “segmentation metada-
ta”. This segmentation metadata includes the starting
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and ending times of the segment in the program and
textual information that includes the segment title,
synopsis, and keywords. For convenience in the fol-
lowing discussion, we refer to these as “time metada-
ta” and “semantic metadata”, respectively. 

Specific examples of time and semantic metadata
for a Japanese news program are shown in Fig. 1. In
ordinary broadcasting, a news program presents a
number of news topics in order. In advanced TV
viewing services, there will be useful menus for
searching for interesting news topics and selecting
topics from a list by genre (politics, the economy, or
sports). To implement a TV viewing service for news
programs in which news topics can be viewed indi-
vidually, information about the starting and ending
times of each topic within the entire news program
are specified as time metadata and the topic title, syn-
opsis, and keywords needed for topic searches are
specified as semantic metadata. 

3.   Conventional methods of metadata generation

When time metadata is generated manually, the
video content must be viewed from beginning to end
to check the whole contents by using a video replay
controller for a VCR (video cassette recorder). The
time spent playing and fast-forwarding to find the
scenes to be checked accounts for a large portion of
the total task time. Furthermore, the concentration
required so as not to overlook a scene while fast-for-
warding makes this task very tiring for the person
doing it. For semantic metadata, it is necessary to
analyze the program contents, assign an appropriate
title, synopsis, and set of keywords, and write down
the information by hand while viewing the playback

of the video content. When this is done manually, the
segmentation metadata generation task may take as
much as ten times the program duration, although this
depends on the program genre and service content.
Therefore, there is a strong demand for technology
for reducing the cost of generating segmentation
metadata. 

In recent years, many systems [2] and [3] for auto-
matically generating segmentation metadata that
employ a video and audio indexing function, such
scene change detection and speech recognition, have
been proposed. Nevertheless, segmentation metadata
created by these systems alone cannot always repre-
sent the above-mentioned time and semantic metada-
ta in a way that facilitates advanced TV viewing. It
turns out that segmentation metadata generation
using the conventional systems is very costly because
most of the results of automatic metadata generation
obtained by those systems are inadequate for
advanced TV viewing and need to be revised. Reduc-
ing the cost of generating segmentation metadata is
thus a major requirement for distributing greater
amounts of video contents for advanced TV viewing.

4.   Proposed workflow

An effective way to reduce the cost is to automate
time-consuming manual tasks. Figure 2 shows the
overall proposed workflow on the assumption that
digitized video content exists. Once the provisional
time and semantic metadata has been obtained by
combining the automatic video, audio indexing, and
natural language processing techniques of [4]-[8] in
step 1, the operator can simply check that data and
revise it as necessary in step 2. Thus, it is possible to
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Time metadata 1

Semantic metadata 1

1st topic

• Title: 再開発地区の建設ラッシュ
(Building construction rush ..)

• Synopsis: 東京都内各地での建設・・・
• Keywords: 建設、開発地区、東京、

(construction, Tokyo, ..)

• Start: 00:00:30.0
• End: 00:02:30.0

Time metadata 2

Semantic metadata 2

2nd topic

• Title: 洪水と戦った土木の神様
(Fighting against the flood ..)

• Synopsis: 先人の土木の知恵を・・・
• Keywords: 洪水，土木，ダム問題

(flood, dam construction, ..)

• Start: 00:02:30.0
• End: 00:04:00.0

Time metadata 3

Semantic metadata 3

3rd topic

• Title: 解決するには？　交通渋滞
(Solutions for traffic jams)

• Synopsis: 都心の渋滞問題を・・・
• Keywords: 交通渋滞，都心，道路

(traffic jam, ..)

• Start: 00:04:00.0
• End: 00:06:20.0

Program
starting
time
(00:00:00.0) Time

Fig. 1.   Example of segmentation metadata for a Japanese news program.
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reduce the overall task time for segmentation meta-
data generation.

4.1   Time metadata generation task
Time metadata could be generated in a short time if

it were possible to browse the overall flow of the
video content and immediately start the playback
from any scene in the program. In [4], [5], and [6],
technology is proposed for

(a) automatically detecting time periods of each
shot, on-screen text, camerawork, speech, and
music, which are useful for scene-based check-
ing of video content and

(b) a graphical user interface (GUI) that displays
the detected scene information as an easy-to-
view list of key images, allowing immediate
playback of the scene beginning at that image
when it is selected from the list.

News topics usually begin with a shot containing a
person (news anchor) and on-screen text showing the
topic (title) so process (a) can be used for checking
the approximate start and end times of individual
news topics. The GUI allows the operator to immedi-

ately jump to the desired scene and generate time
metadata through fine adjustments of the time based
on the detected scenes.

4.2   Semantic metadata generation task
If textual information such as the title, synopsis,

and keywords of a segment can be obtained automat-
ically without checking the video content, then the
task’s duration can be shortened. In [6], [7], and [8],
technology is proposed for 

(c) automatically recognizing on-screen text and
speech and converting this information into text
form and 

(d) automatically extracting words and sentences
that correspond to video titles, synopses, and
keywords from the textual data of the recogni-
tion results by natural language processing with
a language model.

For TV news programs, the accuracy of on-screen
text recognition is over 80% and that of speech recog-
nition is over 90% (in Japanese), especially for the
anchor’s speech [6], [7]. For example, headline text
superimposed at the beginning of each news topic is
suitable for use as topic titles, so the recognition
results for the on-screen text can be used for that pur-
pose. As the synopsis, it is possible to use the recog-
nition results for the anchor’s speech in the news stu-
dio, and for keywords, suitable words can be selected
from all of the on-screen text and speech recognition
results for each topic by natural language processing.
The accuracy of the extracted semantic metadata for
news programs is about 80% [8]. This enables the
operator to simply check and revise the extraction
results for generating the final semantic metadata.
Figure 3 shows an outline of semantic metadata gen-
eration by natural language processing.

Step 1:
Automatic metadata
generation

• Video indexing
• Audio indexing
• Natural language 
  processing

Checking and revising 
the information obtained 
in Step 1.

Step 2:
Manual
enrichment

Fig. 2.   Workflow.

Language
model

Input textual data

• Results of on-screen text recognition
Natural

language
processing

再開発地区の建設ラッシュ�
(Construction rush...)

• Results of speech recognition

品川インターシティ�
(Shinagawa Intercity)

六本木ヒルズ�
(Roppongi Hills)

現在、東京都内各地
で建設ラッシュが続
いてます。……�

Output textual data

• Topic title: 
再開発地区の建設ラッシュ 
(Construction rush...)

• Synopsis: 
現在、東京都内各地で建設ラッシュが
続いています。… 
(New construction has started...)

• Keywords: 
建設、開発、東京 
(Construction, Tokyo, ...)

Fig. 3.   Outline of semantic metadata extraction process.
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5.   SceneCabinet system

We developed SceneCabinet on the basis of the
technology described in [4]-[8]. The functional con-
figuration of the system is illustrated in Fig. 4. The
main components of the system are the metadata gen-
eration engine and the metadata authoring GUI.

5.1   Metadata generation engine
The metadata generation engine detects scene

changes, camerawork, and music in the video/audio
content and recognizes the on-screen text and the
speech. It outputs the time information and image
data for each detected scene and the various recogni-
tion results as text data. In addition, natural language
processing is used to automatically extract the title,
synopsis, and keywords from the recognition results
for the on-screen text and speech. There is also an
error correction function for recognizing on-screen
text using a language model.

5.2   Metadata authoring GUI
The metadata authoring GUI module provides the

user with a GUI function for checking and revising
the output of the metadata generation engine to pro-
duce the final segmentation metadata. The GUI
design for the checking and revising of automatically
generated information is also an important factor in
reducing the cost of the metadata generation task.
Figure 5 shows an example screen shot of the meta-
data authoring GUI. The main components are dis-
cussed below.

(1) Video browser and playback monitor
The video browser displays a list of key images

showing the results output by the metadata generation
engine. The user can easily browse the content of the

entire video. Each image is color-coded to indicate
the scene type (scene change, on-screen text, etc.), so
the operator can easily select among only the type of
images he or she wants to check. When an image is
selected in the video browser, the video is immedi-
ately played on the playback monitor, beginning at
the selected image. In addition, it is possible to play
the scene frame by frame or jump at various time
intervals (e.g., 10 s). Using the video browser and
playback monitor, the operator can check and revise
time metadata easily. Another feature is that the play-
back monitor has a sound level waveform display
function, which makes it possible to check for the
presence or absence of audio in a fixed interval with-
out playing the video.

(2) Metadata editor
The metadata editor has a button that lets the user

automatically extract semantic metadata based on on-
screen text and speech recognition results for the
video segment being edited. The user can check, edit,
and revise the results of automatic semantic metada-
ta extraction.

(3) Scenario import
The metadata authoring GUI is also equipped with

a function for importing existing textual data such as
the program scenario and the anchor’s manuscript
and automatically extracting semantic metadata from
them. Although it depends on the program genre, the
program scenarios and manuscripts usually include 

(a) the estimated time schedule for the beginning
and end of each topic in the program and

(b) the content of the narration and anchor’s speech
for each topic. 

Therefore, (a) can be used as key information for
generating time metadata and (b) can be used for gen-
erating semantic metadata. Script data, if available,

Video
browser

Playback
monitor

Metadata
editor

Program
script Import

Video indexing Audio indexing Natural language
processing XML

Metadata authoring GUI

Metadata generation engine

TV-Anytime
format

metadata

Video
content

Program
script
data

Scene change
detection

Music
detection

Speech
detection

Speech
recognition

Title and synopsis
extraction

Keyword
extraction

Error correction of
on-screen text recognition

On-screen text
recognition

Camerawork
detection

Fig. 4.   Overview of SceneCabinet system.



can be automatically combined with the video and
audio recognition results to obtain semantic metada-
ta that is more pertinent, thus shortening the task time
even more. The segmentation metadata created with
this system is finally output as an XML (extensible
markup language) file in the TV-Anytime format.

6.   Experimental results and discussion.

To investigate the task of generating time and
semantic metadata for a real broadcast news program
(as shown in Fig. 2), we conducted experiments to
compare the task times when using SceneCabinet and
when performing the task entirely by hand.

6.1   Task time measurement
The task was performed by four operators for each

task model. The task times were measured and aver-
aged. Furthermore, multiple news program videos
were used for each task model, so data was collected
for four times the number of programs for each task
model, and average values were obtained. 

6.2   Target task 
We wanted to determine the effect of our system on

user operation cost, so the task in step 1 in Fig. 2,
“automatic metadata generation”, which can be exe-
cuted by running batch programs at night, was out of
the scope of our measurements. The task of step 2,
“manual enrichment”, was the main focus of these
experiments.

6.3   Detailed rules for generating segmentation
metadata

A news program generally presents a number of
news topics in order. In each individual news topic,
the anchor first presents a summary of the topic and
then video contents that explain the topic in detail are
broadcast. Then, the next news topic follows. Head-
line text showing the topic title is superimposed at the
beginning of each topic. Based on these characteris-
tics, we established the following rules for the opera-
tor’s task of generating time and semantic metadata
for each individual news topic.

1) Time metadata: “Start time” is defined to be
within the time period with no voice just before
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Playback monitor

Metadata editor

Video browser

Time lines

Index selection buttons

Viewing 
list of key 
images

Sound level
waveform

Semantic
metadata
extraction 
button

Playback
control
buttons

Fig. 5.   Example screen shot of metadata authoring GUI.
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the anchor’s first utterance about the topic. “End
time” is defined to be within the time period with
no voice just after the content of the topic has fin-
ished.

2) Semantic metadata: “News title” is defined as
when headline text is superimposed at the begin-
ning of the topic. “Synopsis” is defined from the
anchor’s speech. “Keywords” are defined by
selecting one suitable genre and five suitable
words from all of the on-screen text and speech
contents.

6.4   Results
The bar graph in Fig. 6 shows the total task times in

step 2 in Fig. 2 for both time and semantic metadata
generation, normalized with respect to video length.
When done entirely manually, the task required about
3.5 times the length of the video; when SceneCabinet
was used, it took about 1.6 times the length of the
video. These results show that using the SceneCabi-
net could reduce the task time to about 46% com-
pared with the time required to do it manually. A
breakdown of the task times shows that the time
could be reduced to about 45% for both the segment
metadata and the semantic metadata. 

(1) Time metadata generation task
According to the results of questionnaires given to

the operators, using the images in which the anchor
appears and displaying the on-screen text as a list on
the video browser as cues made it particularly easy to
find the starting and ending times of the news topics.
Furthermore, the various playback control buttons
and the sound level waveform viewing function of the
playback monitor also effectively reduced the time
spent playing and fast-forwarding during the task.

(2) Semantic metadata generation task
The video summary function of the metadata editor

could extract a pertinent title, synopsis, and set of
keywords for each news topic. Thus the task could be
completed by simply revising parts of the output
without checking the whole content of the news topic.
This reduced both the time required and the amount
of user fatigue compared with doing the work entire-

ly manually. 

6.5   Discussion
For news programs, the ability to automatically

obtain information that is close to the final desired
metadata by video and audio recognition and natural
language processing contributed greatly to operation
cost reduction. However, the metadata generation
cost depends on a number of things, including the
task rules, the program genre, and the skill of the
operator. For example, the task rules for these exper-
iments specified that five keywords were to be gener-
ated. If that rule were relaxed to ‘one or more’, we
expect that the task time for SceneCabinet’s model
would be shortened markedly because the operators
could just select a suitable word in the results of auto-
matic semantic metadata extraction. That is to say,
the efficiency of the operation cost reduction varies
according to the assumed TV viewing service and
task rules. We believe that these results can be used as
basic data for future work assuming actual service
conditions. 

Concerning operator skill, because comparatively
explicit rules for guidance in performing the task con-
tent can be specified for news programs, the operators
were able to perform the task smoothly and without
confusion, even when they did not have specialized
skills. On the other hand, in tasks such as selecting
important plays in sports programs such as digest
scenes in soccer matches, the operator must have spe-
cialized knowledge such as expertise in the sport or
creative skills such as generating metadata that
includes presentation effects in the digest. Even in
such cases, however, if the task can be divided into
two stages: the first involves generating “basic” seg-
mentation metadata that includes every scene expect-
ed to be used in the digest and the second involves
creative personnel using those basic metadata to cre-
ate the final metadata. Thus, work rules can easily be
defined for the former task, and video recognition
technology can also be applied effectively. Thus, we
can also expect that a system such as SceneCabinet
will lighten the burden on creative personnel and
reduce the overall cost of the task. 

From the above discussion, the important points in
reducing the cost of generating segmentation metada-
ta are:

• Being able to obtain information that is close to
the final desired information by automatic meta-
data generation technology such as video recog-
nition 

• Separating out the parts of the overall task for

Task times
(normalised with respect to video length)

1 2 3

Manual

Scene
Cabinet Time metadata

Semantic metadata

Fig. 6.   Results of task time measurement.
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which clear rules for performing the task can be
established.

7.   Conclusion

Our segmentation metadata extraction system
“SceneCabinet” is effective at reducing the time
required, and hence the cost, for generating metadata
for news programs. In the future, building on what we
have achieved in this work, we will continue research
and development on automatic metadata generation
engines and user interface technology to reduce the
cost of metadata generation tasks that need more cre-
ative skill than those involved in news programs. 
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